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FAQ: What is a Rainforest? | Rainforest Alliance
We are building a powerful alliance to create a better future
for people and nature .
Rainforest - Wikipedia
Rainforests are the Earth's oldest living ecosystems. They are
so amazing and beautiful. These incredible places cover only 6
%of the Earth's surface but yet.
What's It Like Where You Live?
Facts, figures, news, pictures, and information about tropical
rainforests.
Rainforest - Wikipedia
Rainforests are the Earth's oldest living ecosystems. They are
so amazing and beautiful. These incredible places cover only 6
%of the Earth's surface but yet.

Climate change: How important is the rainforest in limiting
global warming? - BBC News
Indigenous communities are protecting the rainforest even as
they face pressure and violence from illegal coca growing,
drug trafficking and logging.
What is a Rainforest?
Rainforest: Rainforest, luxuriant forest, generally composed
of tall, broad-leaved trees and usually found in wet tropical
uplands and lowlands around the.
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Explorers of the Amazon. This layer can be called a shrub
layeralthough the shrub layer may also be considered a
separate Rainforest.
Recentactivity.WaterontheeasternsideflowedtowardtheAtlantic,while
Partnering with indigenous communities to save our
rainforests. The Amazon represents over half of the planet's
Rainforest rainforests[1] and comprises the largest and most
biodiverse tract of tropical rainforest Rainforest the world,
with an estimated billion individual trees divided into 16,
species. Practiceconservationathome.NamespacesArticleTalk.A
natural rainforest emits and absorbs vast quantities of carbon
dioxide.
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